
Co-Living Trend Driving Strong Returns for
Gatsby Investment Real Estate Syndication
Company

10 unit Muti-family property on La Brea Ave., Los

Angeles, CA.

Leader in the real estate world delivers at

a pivotal moment for co-living trend

while delivering great returns for

syndication investors

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA,

September 30, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Gatsby

Investment today announced an

optimal offering to meet the needs of

its real estate syndication investors

who want to take part in the trend of

supplying multi-person housing for

adults. Due to exorbitant housing and

rental prices, there is now a growing

demand for co-housing opportunities.

Through syndication, Gatsby has put

together multiple small investments

from people and can aggregate the funds to build and buy properties. The company has a track

record of excellent payouts and good returns to investors.

Real estate historically

generates higher-than-

average returns and, since

it’s backed by a physical

asset, it’s less likely to be

affected by market stock

price fluctuation”

Josefin Gatsby

Gatsby Investment is known in the real estate industry

because it is one of only a few firms to offer real estate

syndication online for multi-family properties with large

apartments that can accommodate multiple adults. Gatsby

is also unique in that it offers shorter-term investment

offerings than other syndicators in the market. A multi-

family development can take 16-24 months with Gatsby.

This stands in contrast to other syndication companies,

which may require payback periods of seven years or

more.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Multi-family Home

Modern Apartment Building Los Angeles

In addition, syndication is typically a

more high-ticket sort of investment;

however, Gatsby has provided a

legitimate and profitable opportunity

for smaller investors. With its strong

niche, the firm enables good real

estate returns despite roller coaster

stock markets. Because of the co-living

trend, adults are sharing spaces as

roommates under the term, “co-living.”

Gatsby is capitalizing on the trend to

innovate and build bigger apartments

with five bedrooms and bathrooms.

This suits adults living together, yet

gives people better comfort and

privacy while still enabling them to pay

less.

“Real estate historically generates

higher-than-average returns and, since

it’s backed by a physical asset, it’s less

likely to be affected by market stock

price fluctuation,” said a spokesperson

for Gatsby Investment. “Unlike other

asset classes, real estate can also help

you hedge against inflation. Real estate

syndication is an alternative

investment type, similar to real estate

crowdfunding. Capital is pooled from

multiple investors, allowing people to access high-value real estate deals with a low minimum

investment amount. Investors receive access to deals that would normally only be available to

experienced, wealthy investors.

For more information and to schedule a call, visit gatsbyinvestment.com.
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